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Copyright at a Distance. From Action to Management (1880-1910)1

In a wonderful essay regarding the permanent diasporas that have permeated the history of
Latin American culture, Rine Leal suggested that a task still to be done was to consider
“how distance and breakdowns [of communication] have historically influenced our
literature and our theatre”.2 If Latin American countries were so often conceived as spaces
where “geography suddenly becomes history”,3 this paper brings these reflections to raise
several questions on the production of routines and legal technologies attached to the
historical drawing of “Latin America” in copyright. These routines and technologies were
united by an overall attempt to defeat, abstract or transform dilemmas experienced when
managing copyright at a distance. In so doing, the paper follows the establishment of
different mediations for the identification, promotion and position of copyright abroad. As
will become evident throughout the paper, at the end of nineteenth century the operational
situation to place copyright interests abroad for Spanish entrepreneurs looked promising
but still difficult. Whereas transportation costs were declining, customs’ tariffs for the entry
of creative artefacts and books also appeared to be turning downwards,4 and minimum
principles of international copyright were in a process of harmonisation, there were still
many problems attached to the transatlantic experience. Of these troubles, jurisdictional
hardships, material infrastructures, agency issues and mishaps affected the credibility and
preferential constructions of claims over rights. It was not only a problem of uncertain
statutory recognition of foreign copyright.
1.

Geospatial information & descriptive problems
Ownership on-the-Scene

Uncontrollable heterogeneous contingencies, disturbing communicative blockages and
disruptive side effects emerged around one dominant issue: the projection of Spanish
copyright to Latin America involved practical problems. Such difficulties were not negated
by the universal principle of international copyright yet to come, yet to be spread, yet even to
be legally passed.5 In fact a major dilemma was beginning to emerge about the presence
and appearance of ownership beyond the sea. Whilst it could be expressed in many
different ways, it nonetheless seemed to be focused on the modern ramifications of
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property expansion between ownership and control. Property fragmentation and its
ramifications created the difficulty of tracing (or perhaps we should say “constructing”)
objects and subjects of copyright abroad. For instance, one question focused on the way in
which to monitor displays of the intangible abroad without losing property rights.
Questions also referred to the proper conventions and grounds on which someone could
assert her legal presence when claiming rights in distant territories. It was a legal struggle
appreciated through a different lens. On the one hand, the effort involved the possibility of
claiming legal presence whilst being politically absent. On the other, the dilemma eventually
opened schemes involving the incidents of ownership to economic assessments. In fact, as
an appendix, as a gloss or investigation of legal enquiry, considerations emerged regarding
“costs” and “risks” for copyright interests to be safely transmitted. When disposing rights
and transferring interests, when preparing claims for rights, legal and political distance
involved an intrinsic and impenetrable difficulty; a lucrative difficulty worthy of being
considered by these private entrepreneurs, who wanted to establish or who had already
established copyright interests across the ocean.6
Human Resources
In order to deal with the particularities of the field, in order to secure ventures, a series of
networks of correspondents, representatives and clients began to construct a pool of
information for those aiming to project copyright interests to Latin America. 7 The main
objective of such an enquiry and its informational output appears to have been the
exploitation of literary and dramatic piezas (pieces) across the ocean. Investment and
exploitation of social and economic networks were made on the basis of different
arrangements. Copyright recognition of foreign works had not yet fully arrived in all Latin
American countries.8 But bilateral copyright treaties had initiated such recognition and
thereby expectations had been created.9 These foreign expectations were channelled by the
distribution of empowered representatives abroad.10 Interestingly, the construction of
human networks to exploit these materials served simultaneously as a source to calibrate
the development of copyright protection and piracy beyond the sea.11 Commercial and legal
information became available through them by “news” of literary, musical or dramatic
piezas circulating in Latin America that received attention in Spanish and Latin American
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journals.12 However missives sent by one individual to another constituted the most
important form of communication referring to a “reality” on the ground.
From the 1880s onwards, copyright interests and people interested in copyright were
travelling in directions as diverse as dictated by the unpredictable formation of commercial
expectations. Not only Spanish interests, but also Spanish people were “transported” to
Latin America and vice versa. That is, Latin American entrepreneurs also travelled to Spain,
Italy and France with equally diverse expectations.13 The main objective of these
pilgrimages was to arrange priority contracts and exclusivities, and the agenda of these
travellers was to incorporate gradually a package of preferential rights, proprietary or not.
Around the informal table of negotiation, copyright licences and assignments for the
countries they attempted to profit from were negotiated. With their comings and goings, it
became natural then to try to protect what they thought was proper to them in law.
Faustino da Rosa in Argentina, the dynasty of Cordora in Uruguay, and many other Latin
American managers constructed cosmopolitan “circuits”, conducted international “affairs”
and formed mixed “alliances”.14 In so doing, they made friends in Paris and Madrid, they
constructed partnerships with Spaniards, Italians or French and, on their way back, they
were welcomed for being responsible in bringing the most important “pieces” and
“companies” to Latin America.15 With the importation of objects of desire, not only were
praised companies and pieces brought over, but tension over rights acquired (or not) were
also logically and simultaneously introduced.
With this horizon opened by a network of relationships, bilateral activities and “regularly”
maintained routes, the expansion of marketable interests also led to the appointment of
representatives abroad. Spanish copyright “representatives” in Latin America became
selected and authorised ad hoc. The evolution of recruiting strategies carried out by
copyright holders involved a distinctive process of individualisation carried out through
different mechanisms. Whilst personal contacts and background acquaintances made a
certain profile of individuals especially eligible for delegation of power, a capacity to act
abroad and a competence to defend copyright interests had still to be mediated by a public
document. If we read some of these documents we can extract some features of the agent.
It was normally a Latin American resident, preferably Spanish, but it could also be a
traveller. Names were selected for their prospective possibility to act and for their personal
relationship with the copyright holder.16 Empowering documents by which the principal
12
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and agents were related had to be formalised before a Spanish notary. Copies were
expedited for their use.17 Ignorant of the final destiny of rights, materials and peoples, the
scope of action granted was significantly wide.18 But such a wide scope was also restricted
by the prescribed solemnities of general powers of attorney. As these documents were
general, the last authorisation to prosecute an action in Latin America was often reserved
to the grant of a specific power. If the general power met the requirements to circulate abroad,
that is, if it was validated, the presence and scope of legal action given to the Latin
American representative was limited. Among the faculties and discretions normally given,
representatives were granted the power to receive payments, to authorise performances, to
pursue administrative actions and perhaps, more importantly, an independent capacity to
appoint further units of representation in the respective countries in which they were
operating.19 Taking into account such a potential variety of activities to be carried out and
because of the difficulty to cover the multitude of risks emerging from them, risks that
could certainly affect the patrimony of the principal abroad,20 specific charges were
underwritten to secure such a performance. For instance, surety bonds on another’s behalf
were collaterally annexed to copyright transactions.
These documents were duly recorded, following the standard procedure, in front of two
witnesses and a notary. It was perceived as a difficult venture, an enterprise upon which
success depended largely on luck, so copyright holders tended to attract fiduciary
relationships with third parties residing in Spain.21 By introducing a specific second set of
personal arrangements, the capacity to assume the job of the Latin American representative
was guaranteed by default. It is precisely here that we can perceive how Spaniards
perceived the transatlantic copyright experience as an adventure full of risks that needed to
be tightly secured. Should the representative embezzle, safeguards to counterbalance the
consequences of his acts had been established. And it was the setting of those legal
constructs that seemed extremely peculiar. The design of the bond established at home
(Spain) for a the accomplishment of activities to be carried out abroad (Latin America)
attempted to bridge the distance and to secure contingencies on the performance of agents
that such a distance amplified. If the set of relationships legally structured by a nexus of
contracts between copyright holders and agents had to be constantly re-enacted, an
underlying epistolary connection was also developed in order to keep the information
updated. As these letters constitute the main source for their histories, it is not very easy to
trace a full scale map showing the movement of representatives when passing information
to the copyright holder and vice versa. Nevertheless some sequences may be detected.
Following an initiative of the Societé des Gens de Lettres, a representative was placed in
884r-887v in AHPN.
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México,22 an agent received a similar honour in Buenos Aires,23 and so on and so forth. In
1891 a self-proclaimed official Spanish theatrical journal, La España Artística, edited by a
major copyright holding, defined the situation thus: “we have constructed an organisation
of the network of correspondents to the most insignificant town of Spain and (Latin)
America and an Information Centre FREE for our subscribers”24
Drawbacks of Human Intervention
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that shortcomings and constraints existed. The
establishment of private representatives seemed to have been conceived as a reliable source
of communication. An epistolary relationship was not a mere source; it also substituted the
traditional face-to-face link that existed otherwise. Such substitution was problematic.
While expenses and troubles accrued with the creation of networks of correspondence, it is
true that costs were being gradually reduced. Yet, when action around ownership was
required, that is, when “correspondents” were converted into “representatives”, a shift that
was sometimes unconsciously made, success was not the standard rule. These trading
relations faced an uncertain normative framework, that is, a nebulous law-reporting and
law-publishing scenario calling for the security of “laws”, a different level of normative
productive setting, and a growing series of difficult bilateral normative engagements.
Failures were many and of a diverse nature. Firstly, representatives were not given
exclusivity to sign deals. And the possibility of reaching agreements for the same piezas
(pieces) meant that deals began to overlap. Transactions made between Spanish copyright
holders and Latin American entrepreneurs without the mediation of the local
representative made it difficult for him to monitor the distinction between legal/illegal
transactions over the intangible in the territory that the agent was supposedly covering.
A second major drawback when streamlining the unregulated world at large by lodging a
claim was directly targeting credentials. If an action for copyright infringement was initiated
abroad, litigation tended to break down right at a preliminary point, precisely by putting
pressure on the validity of the act of appointment. Someone who wished to begin an action
had to be capable of doing so, and taking into consideration that capability was an act that
was assessed differently by foreign courts, problems were often found with the mechanics
of these empowerments. The unreliability of legal representation was exposed everywhere.
On the ground, many sorts of risks impinged upon the official acceptance of credentials of
lawyers and correspondents in representing a Spaniard in copyright. Not only did danger
accrue when each country had a particular way of admitting these accessory documents to
the transaction, but if those documents (powers) involved a particular phraseology and legal
formulae,25 copyright actions, if attempted, faced a careful preliminary scrutiny of the
operative part of these documentary prostheses. Authorisation to achieve full capacity was
usually provided by “specific” powers of attorney. And whilst the scope of action for a
22
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copyright agent to act abroad was wide, a final authorisation to bring actions to court was
often reserved to that specific role. The appearance of that delay for a second authorisation
proved to be fatal in a copyright scenario propelled by a rush for action.
It was also difficult to find ways to ground claims. After a few tests, it was sufficiently clear
that “human” agency attached to a hostile environment formed an explosive combination.
The nature of the challenges waiting abroad was astonishingly diverse, making it difficult to
identify the problems and to locate them.26 There was a major difficulty in accustoming the
eye of Latin American courts to seeing the intangible when coming from abroad. To give
an example of the state of things, in Mexico, a copyright agent of a Spanish principal made
a fool of himself when he smiled after obtaining a seizure warrant and displaying as a
selective hunting trophy the infringing printed materials (librettos) that were going to be
used by a Mexican theatrical company for the staging of a zarzuela belonging to his
principal. He had to observe afterwards how the same company performed that dramatic
work beautifully without a script, that is, without the aid of the text, as they had memorised
the script.27
Examples of this kind could be multiplied. In fact, piracy by memorisation was among the
many problems faced in the wild scenario where the impossible was possible.28 Because of
the emphasis on the textual element of the performance, when there was no underlying
text, difficulties in enforcing the seizure of the intangible were particularly problematic.29
Rehearsals hiding performances, changes of titles and a repertoire of activities were difficult
to monitor. Troubles seemed to follow the Spaniards. In the face of a rapid sequence of
events, the issue was not to know the territory but to survey it in a timely fashion. What we
can say, retrospectively, is that individual biographies of these agents often show how
making decisions at the juncture of copyright litigation, choosing the wrong procedural
root or judicially stopping a theatrical performance because of a presumed copyright
infringement could aggressively rebound on some of them, as happened. Instead of
carrying out a profitable career asserting copyright in the intangibles of their principals,
some of them faced bankruptcy proceedings initiated by those presumed (copyright)
infringers.30
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Human Agency & Colonial Administration
Latin American territories still qualifying as Spanish colonies (Cuba, Philippine Islands and
Puerto Rico) had obvious informative institutional resources from which data could have
more plausibly been retrieved and labelled as relevant for copyright. However, there were
two issues worthy of note. Firstly, the establishment of specific copyright institutions, such
as copyright registries in Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippine Islands, not only evidenced
infrastructural problems due to their physical detachment,31 but also (or perhaps because of
that) such establishments began to acquire a political profile. 32 Their autonomy was
perceived as a problem between Madrid and La Havana.33 Secondly, the obvious colonial
institution (the censor) often displayed a significant indifference towards copyright. The
printing and theatrical censor appeared to have been more interested in sanitising other
facets of book or theatrical production. They were arbitrarily focused on what a former
censor once called the “social prophylaxis”.34 And it is significant that neither the problems
of the registries nor the indifference of the censor stopped the emergence of an additional
underlying infrastructure of private representatives in these territories.35 These agents
operating in Spanish colonies were connected to copyright entrepreneurs in a background
that was running beneath official colonial structures.36 Some of them not only were making
profitable transactions, but they also looked substantially convincing in pressing the
colonial institutions to protect copyright. Such a commitment to the liberal values of the
institution could be evidenced by their investment in pedagogical enterprises emphasising
the benefit of studying copyright law. In a colony ruled under a monarchy, the appearance
of copyright textbooks was, to say the least, surprising. In so doing, these agents put
pressure on colonial institutions to intervene in the social fabric.37 As such, representatives
31
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of Spanish copyright holders compelled colonial institutions to “publish”, and to “collect”
Spanish copyright laws38 in official Gazettes39 and other official publications.40 They also
compelled them to gather data about theatrical performances,41 to “extend” and to
“enforce” metropolitan copyright laws.42 Lobbying for or against an extension of
metropolitan copyright was then a common but risky enterprise in colonial territories. The
effects of such petitions were difficult to predict since they affected both interests of
colonial elites and metropolitan entrepreneurs; interests that could be coincidental or not.43
Because of that, it is important to highlight here that legal and political intricacies, agency
structures and regulatory agendas eventually introduced different copyright issues in Cuba,
Porto Rico, or the Philippine Islands from the topics and problems simultaneously
appearing in the rest of Latin American countries.44
2.

Environmental perturbations
Fragmentation & Outsourcing

Of the particular problems when moving copyright interests to Latin America, a significant
difficulty for Spanish private entrepreneurs was often derived from their internal struggles
when identifying facets of ownership. Trouble finding proprietary marks in the materials
released abroad was due to the many and diverse arrangements produced alongside the
backbone of the intangible. When travelling to and arriving at an unknown legal
environment in search of statutory or bilateral security, transporting and reading through
the series of contracts underlying the intangible was challenging for obvious reasons. The
chain of events show how such a difficult legibility contributed to several experiences of
38
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defeat. If descriptions of copyright litigation began by looking at particular intricacies of
capacity and ownership, genealogical enquiries were subsumed to an even more difficult
clearance. Not only did they face a painful journey through the inherent logistics of tracing
title, the cursory survey relying on documents and papers of a diverse nature revealed a
complex formation of dealings, some of which lacked international recognition. Many of
the papers revealed arrangements for private dealings disposing of rights. The diversity of
these private dispositions led to an unstable position in any litigation overseas. Whereas
piracy indeed highlighted a crisis in the clear delineation of the boundaries of the intangible
abroad, more problematic and dangerous was the difficult recognition of a fragmented
ownership. If distance accentuated the legal variety of transactions annexed to the
intangible, legal enterprises abroad made relationships difficult to read. Indeed the variety
of contractual forms, the diversity of deals and annexations ran from mortgages or loans
using as their basis literary property,45 assignments of literary property including
subrogation,46 sales of half literary property of a libretto, 47 to the restrictive sales of
copyright for the exploitation of works abroad.48 If we add to that conundrum of validity
the ongoing split between ownership and control of copyright when travelling abroad (that
is, the outsourcing through specific agency contracts granting the administration for the
exploitation of works “beyond the sea”)49 the combination of transactions and proprietary
or contractual interests was explosive. While international copyright practical jurisprudence
significantly attempted to govern relationships by alluring principles and standard contracts,50
meanwhile, and given that rich diversity, it was not a surprise to see and even to predict the
legal downfall of many “representatives”.
Authenticating provenance
Suppositions and presumptions functioned badly when rights were attempted to be
exercised from a distance. The architecture of these relationships was often constructed
around private arrangements and through different rudiments. One observer reported that
“few, very few” contracts encapsulating those deals had been “elevated” to public
documents.51 For the passage of copyright ownership to have effect in the world,
45
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authentication was required by Spanish copyright law.52 Hence it was necessary to have a
process by which a public instrument was made on official stamped paper, before a notary
and two witnesses.53 The stamped paper functioning as a tax, the act injected a legal
formula into which the copyright relationship between persons and things was folded and
secured. The parties executed these documents and after authentication; a copy was stored
in the notary’s office. There was ample space left on the documents in the left-wide margin
for posterior dealings.54 These comments gave an on-going annotated history of the
interests created alongside the intangible. Such documents conveyed, cleared or clarified
the state of rights by fixing in a categorical manner “the date of transmission”.55 In doing so,
they secured for the assignee the benefits of Spanish copyright law.56 The matter was
bound and given a juridical form. Not surprisingly then, interventions in the flow of
ownership were converging and complementing the temporal inscriptions made at
copyright registries.57 It is not so important at this point to focus on the input and skills
deployed in such activity. At this moment it was not so crucial whether these interventions
were qualified as evidential devices or as constitutive acts for the creation of rights. What
does interest us here is however the sensitive output of that activity. These gatekeepers and
their formal interventions were obviously not facilitating flexible usage abroad. While
copies of public documents could be made upon request for the assignee to use in Spanish
provinces, forwarding them to a foreign country required additional affidavits and
diplomatic arrangements to be in existence between countries for their circulation. 58 Indeed
for such dynamism to be achieved abroad,59 some voices called for the creation of
reciprocal representations and for an extension of the Spanish administration. 60 By the end
of the nineteenth century, some Spaniards were insisting on the expansion of services
provided by consular networks in Latin America. And not surprisingly one of those desires
was related to the intervention of consuls in order to channel and to secure copyright
contracts.61
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AHNC. See also a power of attorney to a Mexican agent. General power by Fiscowich, Aruej y Navarro, on
behalf of the company "Arregui y Aruej" in favour of De la Macorra y Pérez, Feb. 21 1896, before the
notary Moragas y Tejera. Tomo 39599, fol. 884 r. - 887 v. in AHPN.
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The same power of attorney became legalised before a Public Notary in La Havana (Cuba). Escribanía
Galleti, Legajo 282, No. 2 in AHNC.
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Intervention of Marcoartú in Actas CL (1893) pp. 177-178.
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Alcalá Galiano (1892) pp. 545-556.
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Interstices of Procedure
Expectations of what could happen and the inability to achieve the conceptual autonomy
of the intangible were coupled with an in-situ anxiety. Local representatives had their own
interest in ascertaining rights. And they had a special sense of urgency. They were the ones
to see and touch piratical copies and to attend what they claimed to be piratical
performances. They were also the ones especially concerned with piracy because they
experienced in the front line activities that could have been qualified as directly prejudicial
to their profit making desires. Even before “their” rights or their principals’ rights, if any,
could be determined at law, misdemeanours encouraged them to look for special measures.
The question was of enormous practical importance. Their preliminary attempts were often
channelled through interdicts. Pressured by debts, and with a sense of urgency, some
representatives channelled their anxiety through a belligerent procedural agenda. Interdicts
were characterised by their sharpness and aggressiveness. They were fast. They were also
efficient. And above all, they could avoid the traditional adversarial confrontation, a legal
confrontation for which representatives were perhaps not fully equipped. Whilst these
moves constituted a challenge, anecdotes of their unsuitability proliferated.
In fact, the sharp effect of interdicts was somehow similar to a freezing “injunction”, but
their mode of proceeding was shaped markedly differently, depending on the domestic
context in which they were petitioned. Of the type of interdicts they had on hand, the most
appealing was the interdict to recover possession.62 It is, however, not a surprise that such a
“possessory spirit” was about to experience considerable troubles when dealing with the
logic of copyright as envisioned through its underlying property relations. Because of their
factual original underpinnings, because of their propensity for interruptions and because of
the common categorisation of possession as a vehicle for acquisition of tangible property,
these measures that were petitioned by a proxy created even more confusion. Aggressive as
they were, these legal attacks in their straightforward categorical interrogation had several
consequences. And they also facilitated legal scapegoats. They were rapidly addressing the
vexed question of recovery. And to answer “what” to recover and with “what” status the
request was made, was not clear at all. Narratives of trial proceedings are particularly
revealing. Defendants often counterattacked representatives by isolating their
counterarguments around the two tenets of litigious property: the “owner” and the
“thing”.63 And not surprisingly, they highlighted the “inherent” difficulty of recovering
62

Autos de interdicto de recobrar promovido por Cevallos contra Torrecillas, Escribanía Galleti, Leg. 282,
n. 2 (1875) in AHNC.
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Doctrinal discussions on the difficulties for possession and copyright to match were produced in Spain
and UK. See for instance, Williams (1895) pp. 223-237 and “Derecho Real de Reproducción” RGLJ, vol. 81,
1892, pp. 74-105.
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possession of “some verses”,64 combined with the paradoxical aggressiveness of
representatives, as if they were attempting to become “more owners than the owner”.
Mobilising their arguments around the questions of “when, where and how” property
connections had been made,65 strategic defences were remarkably successful.66
3.

Seeing the “Thing”
Evidential Problems

Amongst the difficulties encountered, not only was the capacity of the copyright
representative subject to scrutiny, but enormous difficulties also affected the relationship
between evidential proofs and the making of the intangible in copyright. Owing to the very
nature of intangible property, distance and enforceability became a dreadful combination to
lock into orbit the “object” and the “subject” of copyright.67 Litigation abroad often
provided for a rich repertoire of copyright “cases”.68 Enforceability was not the issue but
the symptom of problems in legal categorisation. Indeed speed and distance opened chances
for principles to get muddled with their illustration or for the appearance of numerous
troubles around what was once called in copyright theory “investitive facts”.69 Not only had
multiple intermediaries “worked” items (piezas, books), but a screen of different
temporalities had just occurred in transit opening up the possibility of new property
meanings attached to the intangible. How to manage and to give effect to temporalities has
been a long-standing concern for the constitution of copyright systems.

64

Autos de interdicto de recobrar promovido por Cevallos contra Torrecillas, Escribanía Galleti, Leg. 282,
n. 2 (1875) in AHNC.
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“Contrairement à ce que le discours de création esthétique suggère, il possède une plasticité ou
réversibilité qui fait que chaque lien entre auteur et œuvre est nécessairement construit, et que le processus
de construction s’organise selon des points de repère qui sont trouvés hors du vocabulaire de surface ”
Pottage and Sherman (1997) p. 97.
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Autos de interdicto de recobrar promovido por Cevallos contra Torrecillas, Escribanía Galleti, Leg. 282,
n. 2 (1875) in AHNC.
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“To assert one is to imply the other, and together, like the twin suns of a binary star locked into orbit
about each other, they define the centre of modern literary system” Rose (1994) p. 28.
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Hiring well-known lawyers, judges and legal scholars in an attempt to find copyright recognition
abroad became a common practice. Sometimes legal scholars on tour in Europe offered their services to act
as representatives to fight for legal recognition in his home country. In Argentina, for instance, Delcasse,
law Professor at the Universidad of Buenos Aires and supervisor of a series of thesis on copyright, was
hired by the Italian publisher Ricordi. He published the particulars of the copyright claim in Delcasse
(1895). In Mexico, Xavier Osorno, first instance judge, after visiting Paris in 1887 expressed his desire to
stop piracy there and “et annonça que, dans ce but, il avait reçu des pouvoirs spéciaux notamment de
MM. Alexandre Dumas, Sardou [...] ” Chronique, Oct. 25, 1890, pp. 217-218. His desire was also reported to
have been the establishment of a “local jurisprudence” to guarantee French authors the protection of their
works in “Mexique. Propriété littéraire et artistique au Mexique” Clunet (1890) p. 777.
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Publication or manufacture in the specific Latin American country gave certain rights to the person
publishing the work. It might be argued that this act invested him with certain rights. See Bellido (2009)
chapter 5.
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In so doing, administrative measures could be seen also as the establishment of different
ordered practices to control the relationship between evidence (certificate of the registry) and
what such evidence could have been “pointing toward” (ownership).70 If copyright registries
had succeeded, this measure could have also attracted copyright to public law. Many
consequences could have been derived from this institutional support. For instance, if the
idea of copyright registries had realised, the likelihood of copyright being a magnet for the
attention of its political radar could have also increased. 71 It could be argued that with the
passage of time further (constitutional) significance would have attached to the ways of
acquiring property and that copyright could have developed different forms and answers in
Latin American countries.72 In this sense, registration was an institution with political, legal
and economic consequences. Furthermore, registration attached to copyright a different
“territorial” character. While the history of Latin American copyright registries is
something yet to be written,73 we can anticipate some features of the experience in the
majority of Latin American countries. Most of them faced internal and external
infrastructural difficulties.
To give an example: when copyright registration systems were planned in Latin American
countries, alternative solutions were developed in Europe directly attacking their
consolidation. It is here that we can appreciate the effects of the narrative anticipation of
international copyright over national differentiation. When countries such as Costa Rica
sought to adjust their bilateral treaties to their registration systems, when they were trying
to use tempering mechanisms in their connection to the “world” in copyright, related
actions in Europe sharply followed. Not only did multilateral frameworks begin to avoid
formalities, bilateral copyright relations found hyper-functional ways to maximise the
benefit of protecting rights beyond the sea without procedural or temporal impositions
coming from abroad. An example of such a convenient way of preserving flexibility in an
abstract entity and of securing protection for copyright abroad was the negotiation for the
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Pottage (1998) p. 132. This issue flared up in litigation because “[n]ot having a copyright registry
securing rights, companies lacked the means to see whether the works they were offering were or not
proper” Quesada (1904) p. 6.
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While modern copyright scholars such as Spence (2007) pp. 23-24 conclude that the historical failure of
copyright registries was a natural consequence of their inabilities to reduce search costs, it seems to me
that
such an economic understanding simplifies historical controversies in copyright between
professionalism and officialism. For instance, the very idea of registration attracted orders from Public
Works’ Ministries and mediating attempts to recognise, qualify and invalidate property origins in
copyright, see Soto (1902).
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And the running of time could have affected not only the status of the record but also the likelihood to
succeed in copyright actions abroad. It was no surprise then to see how some Latin American jurists
convinced that “copyright is acquired when the author deposits the work before the authority” in Actas (a)
p. 323.
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Of the issues that affected the fate of the copyright registration systems was the late assimilation of the
translation right into the reproduction right. The registry was one of the means to fix the clock for the
running of time (ten years) in the right of translation. This solution provided by the first text of the Berne
Convention (1886) led copyright scholars such as Darras and Bricon to propose the creation of an
international copyright registry; see Bricon (1888) p. 173. In Latin America, many countries began
projecting copyright registries. See Venezuela’s copyright law May, 12 1887 as recalled in Medina (1975) p.
129 and p. 133.
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establishment of Latin American national copyright registries in Paris.74 Not surprisingly
such recourse was portrayed as an attempt to institute a more suitable modus vivendi for
French or Spanish copyright interests abroad.75
Nonetheless, the main practical problem was to define juridical concepts in copyright.
Details emerged in the wake of disputes. It was as if the lack of normative crystallisation
had fully impregnated and given birth to different meanings of the intangible in Latin
America. Because of diverse conditions, mainly derived from the surplus of materials and
the active investment of intermediaries, an untameable scenario was staged for those who
wanted to come first in their attempt to isolate an object of property abroad. For the thing
to be “captured” in copyright law, cognitive and procedural difficulties were as tricky as the
scene once narrated by James Barnes.76 The mentioned surplus of materials was produced
at different stages of the creation of the intangible. And these temporalities could have
found their justification in many circumstances: for example, the existence of taxes on
specific types of bindings that made it more profitable for foreign “books” to be
“reworked” in Latin America.77 However, the theoretical consequence of these issues was
that if the justification of copyright was based upon labour theories, the possibility for
Spaniards to formulate claims diminished as “reworking” activities gave birth to new
property claims. Indeed, these activities were thought of as attaching property titles to
different “works”. “Running copies” of texts,78 groups of unbound leaves, composite
works containing parts of music and librettos,79 were all circulating specimens taking full
advantage of the possibility to claim priorities and to make up “origins” and identities.80
The combination of chances for access, and the rich terrain to create property “origins” on
the ground, precisely made Latin American courts reluctant to absorb conceptual
crystallisations of modern copyright law.81
74

Chavegrin (1901) p. 737. See also Bellido (2009) chapter 4.
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“Si cependant il était absolument impossible d’arriver à ce résultat, ne serait-il pas possible d’établir un
modus vivendi qui faciliterait l’inscription de l’œuvre et la production du certificat d’origine, ou qui
remplacerait ces deux formalités par une déclaration à faire à la légation Cubaine, à Paris” in letter from
the Ministry of Public Works to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, June 16, 1910 in CADN. Carton 121.
Another example was the reorganisation of the Spanish copyright registry to avoid those prescriptions and
temporal specifications of the property were productively used in Latin America. Se further
“Comunicación de Fomento” March 27, 1895, Exp. Inscripción de obras en el Registro, Leg. 288, n. 10, in
ACD.
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Barnes (1974) and Barnes (1970) pp. 299-300.
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Tariffs on different binding types led some publishers to enter into the business of piracy. Only
paperback bindings did not have to pay in Venezuela or Mexico. The rest of the binding types were
paying tariffs. See Actas CL (1893) p. 539.
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Despite being devoted to an earlier period, interesting notes on the relationships between the intangible
and its embodiments in Bouza (2001).
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Barnes (1974).
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Some notes on the temporal productivity where piracy emerged are given in Nowell-Smith (1968) p. 8
and transcript of session, March 18, 1903 presided by Aza in ASGAE.
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Pappafava (1885) pp. 226-234; 295-305 and “A propos du caractère juridique et des vicissitudes
historiques du Droit de propriété sur les œuvres de littérature et d´art. Étude du docteur Vladimir
Pappafava” DA, March 15, 1888, p. 29.
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Rationalising Sight
Unsuitable as it was, heavy-handed as it appeared, the first issue was to accustom the eye to
peruse specific materials and to control specific data. A failure to notice what might be
perceived as an insignificant legal detail or inappropriate selections of evidential strategy
were issues that needed attention. What is normally labelled as the flip of a coin became a
decisive intervention of domestic chance in copyright disputes in Latin America. Likelihood
of failure due to a circumstantial detail in asserting and constructing claims formed the
everyday experience of copyright representatives. If someone looked at the unplanned
character of litigation, copyright holders appeared to demonstrate a continuous inability to
re-produce, to identify and to monitor the “intangible” when transmitted and
communicated to Latin America. That might explain how bilateral copyright negotiations
and their normative expectations were coupled by a distinct sense of disquiet regarding
particular annotated experiences “on the ground”.82 Incidental litigation was indeed another
kind of related problem that showed its specific features. The basic problem was the
mobility of information. In these situations, the handling of literary and dramatic property
knowledge in Latin America, that is, its data-basing, migration and construction, was a
problematic issue. Tracing of data and reconciliation of legal materials regarding property
ownership was observed to be a fragile chain. The legal itinerary usually formed a journey
set in temporal sites full of material surprises regarding the tidiness and provenance of
property information. Methods of identification in “literally” a forest of materials needed
practical and professional knowledge to quantify, qualify and therefore to construct
different categories to cross accounts than copyright inspection.
Placing Orders
If we focus our attention on the expectations generated in the theatrical marketplace, how
the way in which copyright was transacted from the 1880s onwards, these shifts in its inner
workings affected the visibility and ways of communicating and transacting copyright
abroad. For some time, a prototypical way of making arrangements had governed the
transportation of dramatic “pieces” from Spain to Latin America. It was quite common
that, as valuable assets, texts for performance exploited the temporal gap opened by
distance. Economic relations between the two sides of the Atlantic expanded through the
combination of the moments of “delivery” and “payment” which were singularly managed.
And hence contracts coordinated different private expectations: Spanish editors who
acquired copyright,83 representatives who had been commissioned and Latin American
theatrical managers who looked for exclusivity. These three units created a chain of
relationships in which the subject matter was often two tiered: first, the contractual
formulation comprised of the acquisition of the “right to use” these “materials” in the
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See chapter 4, Bellido (2009).
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Nombela (1976) p. 979; Surwillo (2002) pp. 178-180 and pp. 232-233.
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“Republics of Spanish America”; 84 second, the procurement of copies sent for their
exploitation. The upshot of this outline was a complex set of activities in which major
holdings of rights “collected”, such as those led by Arregui, Hidalgo, Gullón, or Fiscowich,
compromised the supply of copies by post.85 Since the act of payment was often settled for
individualised lump sum transfers, risks were specially distributed. For Spaniards the
problem came primarily when piracy activities broke that postal communication in transit.
For representatives and Latin American entrepreneurs, major risks were deferred to a
posterior moment, when “materials” arrived in Latin America. The point to observe here
was that these major copyright Spanish holdings were institutionally and physically remote.
Copyright scholars would, in the future, consider that those types of transactions could not
be easily categorised as copyright agreements. They could certainly argue that they
contained the exploitation of the “use” of the tangible material. It is not my purpose here
to enter into the copyright significance of such a relationship but to continue with a set of
differences in the way those ingredients of material copies and rights became differently
and productively combined, helping to project abroad the conceptual autonomy inscribed
in modern copyright. The aim is to follow them to show metamorphosing relationships
and how possibilities to describe the intangible abroad were also changing. The scene was
embedded in convoluted stories where epistolary relationships, business ties and companies
en route played different roles with the consequence of bridging that distance.86
The first type of communicative network that came to mutate ways of dealings in copyright
was established in the most important Latin American cities. 87 And it came to portray a
picture of Latin American cities as being “invaded” by professional artists and writers with
immigrant origins.88 Immigrants that were recently settled served as a point of interaction in
the circulation of information related to copyright. Communicative lines were established
between the places they left behind (Spain, France or Italy) and their new “home”. 89 For
instance, some associations of Spanish immigrants in Latin America became proxy
observers of copyright. These associations in Buenos Aires (Argentina) or Montevideo
(Uruguay) transmitted relevant information to diplomatic legations, information that
became exploitable by Spanish copyright holders.90 Eventually they also offered their
services to publishers to become representative of Spanish copyright interests abroad. 91 It
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Nombela (1976) p. 1032.
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ibid, pp. 185-186. Delgado described Firscowich as “a man of clear intelligence, a gentleman astute in
business, active and prudent, […] with a deep knowledge of the human heart in general and of the heart of
dramatic authors in particular” Delgado (1999) p. 66.
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García Sebastian (2005) pp. 147-176.
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“It was not until 1887 that the first census of Buenos Aires was established. It consisted of 433.375
inhabitants and 400 industrial establishments of which more than a half (213) had been founded after
1880” Lafforgue (1977) p. 439.
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Lafforgue (1977) p. xxvii; see also García Velloso (1960) pp. 128-129; and Rusich (1974) p. 97. “¡Literatos,
a defenderse¡” La España Artística, July, 8, 1889, p. 2.
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“The strongest wave of emigration is dated in the period from 1887-1890” Butel (1999) p. 249.
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Letter from Brunetti y Galloso (Spanish legation in Montevideo) to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(Spain), April, 1 1891, Leg. 1382. Rel. Culturales in AMAE.
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“Los derechos de autores. España y Argentina” Bibliografía Española, n. 4, Aug. 1 1901, p. 43.
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was not only those “mapping” exercises that made them extremely effective, nor was their
distinctive influence only derived from a reservoir of personal contacts they had kept with
the literary and drama scene92 (contacts that nonetheless were also often interchanging
opinions and suggestions on copyright law),93 rather, the most interesting social element in
this trajectory was perhaps its fruitful incorporation in those Latin American cities. Their
penetration and interaction grew as time passed by. Indeed, while they kept in touch with
Spain or Italy, they also began to be increasingly involved in the local scene by representing
copyright interests,94 introducing and exchanging contacts, giving and obtaining expertise.
When they were involved in transactions, they obviously attempted to defend property
rights in dramatic works; but it was their insistence on recognition of interests that began to
be productively confused with the recognition of rights.95
Companies constructed a second type of network en route. It is difficult to reconstruct exact
itineraries and precise activities. But it is nevertheless possible to ascertain a significant
appearance of “desires of interacting persons for adjustment to new benefit-cost
possibilities”.96 Many circumstances could elucidate the emergence of these expectations.
Communications and professionalisation could serve to explain how a significant
emergence of business opportunities was created by the difference of seasons between
Europe and Latin America. Itinerant theatrical companies began to operate yearly in both
Spain and Latin America.97 Systematic tours of theatrical companies such as Cia. MendozaGuerrero or Cia. Ramón Cebrián not only channelled economic desires but also brought about
a significant social influence through which the form of economic routines and legal
relations were “acclimatised”.98 Social ties, commercial transactions and copyright dealings
all came together. Not only did secured means of transferring credit through
correspondence predominate,99 the circulation of these companies also showed that they
were both personal vehicles of theatrical know-how and further interactive points between
92

The bibliography here is vast. A nice introduction could be Arrieta (1957).
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Letter from Ayala to Olavarria where the former was thanking the later for the envoi of different copies
of an essay on literary property, June, 21, 1875 in AOF.
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Lafforgue (1977) p. 440.
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Some of these Spaniards or Italians were “naturalised” Mexican or Argentinean, see“Carta de
naturalización mexicana extendida a Enrique de Olavarría y Ferrari”, México, Nov. 24, 1880 in AOF. In
1892, a theatrical company managed by a Spaniard announced that they were going to distribute royalties
pouring from copyright, “the purest property”, even though it was not yet legally recognised in
Argentina. “En annonçant l’ouverture de la nouvelle saison théâtrale pour le mois de mars 1892,
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1892, p. 91.
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1033. For a general overview of the issue, see Casares (2002) pp. 532-539 and “Los teatros” La Ilustración
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the Spanish and Latin American box offices.100 Travelling around the most important Latin
American cities, artists took with them a selection of Spanish dramatic productions.101
Subsequently, copyright tensions arose.102 Specifically, the presence of these companies in
Latin America gave Spanish copyright holders occasion to put pressure on local
intermediaries and entrepreneurs to pay some money for the exploitation of Spanish
dramatic pieces.103 Threats of artists’ strikes before a performance occasionally enabled
Spanish artists to collect money for their authors, even before any legal recognition of
international copyright protection in several Latin American countries.104 A few decades
later, the Spanish society of authors found it productive to instrumentalise for its own
benefit the behaviour of these artists en route. It did so in different ways. On the one hand,
it used the information provided by travelling companies to control the activities of its
representatives in Latin America.105 On the other hand, it also upheld sharp measures to
extend its scope of collection to places where foreign copyright was not yet fully
recognised.106 For instance, measures began by restricting the use of the repertoire in Spain
to companies that were not collecting money in Latin America.107 And it continued by
formally requiring from artists and entrepreneurs the payment of rights issuing from
representations made abroad.108
The appearance of Bordereaux
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“I enclose with this letter a bill of exchange valued in 205 pesetas, that was the sum of your rights from a
representation of San Quintin we made in Buenos Aires”, letter from Diaz de Mendoza to Pérez Galdós,
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In response to the needs of the moment and embedded in the sudden increase of
communicative networks, itinerant artists and immigrants became part of changing
practices affecting the projection of copyright. Their ongoing relationships built a vital
bridge for communicating rights at a distance. It was not a one-way street. Local interests
contracted artists, disputed rights, amounts and ways of payment. Foreign companies were
hired.109 And theatres were often rented spaces for the production of theatrical pieces. If
we pay attention, what the picture begins to give us is a glimpse of the appearance of
different mediators between persons (authors) and things (works) reaching Latin America.110
First, artists were often employed to “work in any Republic of South America and Central
America”.111 And secondly, business practices began to create links and grounds for the
construction of legal arguments in the litigation and collection of rights. A special type of
theatrical practice provided for a kind of responsive document suitable for the handle of
these activities in which many people intervened. When entrepreneurs dealt with rights, they
obviously attempted to clarify the security of the intangible. If there was a foreign case and
no international copyright had to be paid, a place for such a non-existent relationship in the
accounts was to be left blank. This blank space showed nonetheless how those practices
were extremely important because they began to capture, to acknowledge and to categorise
the complexities of relationships. Such practices of processing data formalised spaces by
opening up the possibility of compromises and rights to be recognised and allocated in a
standard descriptive format. Not surprisingly the same practices continued to be used when
the normative picture of copyright appeared a bit more clarified and forms of international
copyright then applied.112 The recording of collaborations and the emergence of these
descriptions began by the common use of bordereaux, a reporting gesture annotated in the
margins of discussions by copyright experts in international forums.113 Making a bordereaux
involved the collating of relevant information on paper for the production of a dramatic
piece. Theatrical owners asked for an account of the everyday activities held in a theatre in
order to measure its productivity and to discharge responsibilities.114 To a certain extent,
bordereaux served to avoid the menace of injunctions. By making the information visible,
bordereaux was a form of accounting suitable for processing and tracking different moments
of the theatrical production. They brought together data of different types of relations and
“unified” it.115
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In 1889, an immigrant named Justo López Gomara, a man once considered “the Spaniard
with more friends in Argentina”,116 pioneered their systematic use in Buenos Aires.117 The
presence of these sheets of paper imperceptibly spread fast throughout the whole
continent. If we attempt to draw a map, traces of similar papers can be spotted in many
other Latin American theatres.118 Their design was interesting. The list of entries contained
ran from the date and hour of the performances, the quantity of the performances, the title
of the dramatic works, the distribution of seats in a theatre, the amount of tickets sold, the
type of the taxes owed, or the date of the premiere. Information about these activities was
rendered, distributed and partitioned in various columns, each being identified with brief
headings. And what is more important: theatrical companies supplied the data. Those
boundaries within the sheets of paper created a textual description from which copyright
could operate. Perhaps the most interesting issue to highlight here is that some of these
ways of describing the intangible were previously held as legal obligations. The shift from
obligation to habituated practices of recording was subtle but thoroughly significant. The
generalised convention shows a transformation from legal to social obligation. Now
theatrical companies made transparent their own activities through these accounting
exercises because the transparency had been accepted socially.
Lack of completeness made those objects (bordereaux) relevant. As they provided
information to be entered and ordered onto specific forms, they were not completed until
the intangible work was produced. As if an inner matrix had developed copyright to extract
information, their potential relied upon the combination of a sheet of paper and an actor to
fill in the data. Soon after that, references to the accuracy of these explicit professional selfexercises to give accurate information were collaterally made in discussions on international
copyright. The interesting issue here is that these requests were now produced not on the
basis of legal principles but on the moulding of behaviour to professional standards. It is not
a surprise that their references were peppered by appeals to “sincerity”.119 The appearance
of these replicating sheets in Latin America allowed for a significant synthesis that could
associate data with rights. The set of data variables became extremely useful for the display
of information relevant for copyright management.120 Reconciling rights and data, the
acquisition of information for copyright collecting or infringing purposes relied upon the
regularity of these detachable materials. Not only could the form of payment be modelled
through them, but bordereaux had the generative capacity to pursue different ways of
computing rights. They contained a pooling informational basis whereby percentage
royalties could be calculated. Facilitating the dissolution of property into money, their
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appearance also paved the way for the imperceptible shift that was making a significant
equivalence between the collection of rights and the collection of money.121 The appearance
of this portable way of making visible descriptions of the intangible in copyright is
coincidental with the incipient litigation in Latin America. Ernesto Quesada, surely the
most important copyright scholar in Latin America at the time, admitted the crucial
evidential weight that those sheets of paper carried when grounding copyright claims.122
The intangible “work” in copyright was made manifest through these accounts. And not
only did litigation begin to resolve issues according to them. What seems significant is
precisely how professional practices helped to translate abstract concepts in copyright
(“work”, “author”) by distancing them from the contingencies that could accrue underneath.
These transportable devices lend themselves to connecting concepts and data far afield.
For instance, literary or theatrical professionals based in Latin American cities continued
requiring companies working in provinces to supply and produce these paper sheets.123
4.

From “archives” to the “repertoire”
Strategies of Constitution

In 1899, the Sociedad de Autores Españoles (Spanish Society of Authors)124 was constituted. It
was a key and controversial event. For some, it was the constitution of a literary
“picklock”.125 For others, mainly those who joined such an associative endeavour, perhaps
it was an attempt to “break the chain of intermediaries” through collective measures. It
constituted the “abolition of the economic slavery” in which authors and writers “had been
for many years enchained”.126 Surely it was a “beginning” in copyright’s history that
reflected the emergence of a certain type of professionalisation in the field. The birth of
most of the modern copyright collecting societies in Europe coincides with crucial
moments of international copyright.127 Some commentators of international copyright went
even further when they noted the “creation néccessaire de sociétés dés auteurs”.128 Whereas the
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aims of the Spanish society were often overemphasised,129 some important organisational
infrastructural changes took place. Not only did the birth of the new association absorb old
associations,130 it also meant the reorganisation of collections of materials that major
copyright holdings had previously acquired.131 It also meant the creation of a separate
institutional space for copyright. In a circular bearing the warning “extremely important”,
Spanish and Latin American theatrical entrepreneurs could then read that the aim of the
society was to “facilitate the exploitation of this class of business” in order “to attend the
common good”.132 The outline is surely known to copyright scholars. It is the story of
authors by a profession organising themselves to control rights and to exploit their works.133
Since it is a well-known passage, it is at specific features of the episode where this paper
will focus. These lines refer to the particular instances in the organising process by which
the administrative machine of the society was “solidly” constituted.134 It was precisely the
separation of copyright ownership and administration that made the emergence of
collective societies extremely successful abroad.
Of the strategies to break the so-called “monopoly” of publishers, the founding fathers of
the society fashioned what they considered an extraordinary move, a “memorable event”. 135
For them, the main obstacle to constituting a society was the bottleneck formed by a nexus
of exclusive contracts already signed by authors.136 These contracts were compromising the
future productive input of authors. When, for instance, “original” scores or materials had
to be given to the party to whom the author had transacted, it was then quite difficult to
make up a society of authors anew and therefore to attempt the construction of a new
stock of rights and materials. Archives were the meeting point where such a stock was
simultaneously managed and policed by publishers,137 a combination that was said to
provide them with a strategic position to decide the moment of making copies (or not) and
to gain a priority over the timing of licensing rights.138 The plan of the society to break such
a bottleneck and to gain subscriptions began by making several authors write and compose
129
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works together.139 The combination involved an unknown writer and a well-known
musician, the latter being tied contractually to the aforementioned “monopolistic”
publishers. Given that the output of the collaboration was a work of joint authorship, a
lacuna left in exclusive contracts was fruitfully exploited. Stipulations of contracts did not
say anything about collaborations when tying the contractual future of authors, so a door
was left open for those activities to break sharply with previous exclusivities. New materials
derived from those joint creative efforts, such as scores or librettos fed simultaneously the
new repertoire recently created by the society and the old archive of publishers already
established. Whereas an unknown writer gave one so-called “original” manuscript to the
society, another copy of the same manuscript was transmitted to the publishers by a
famous author. In doing so, ambiguous terms of previous exclusive contracts were
“respected”. After a few weeks, the strategy became even more aggressive. Not only were
works of joint authorship promoted inside the society, but also works under pseudonym
were tactically appearing in its incipient repertoire.140 These strategies finally succeeded.141
With the ability to act rapidly, the society of authors was faster to reproduce materials and
to dispose of both materials and rights in the market. When publishers retaliated, claiming
breach of exclusive contracts, fraud and copyright infringement, the new society of authors
claimed that scores and related materials were legally obtained by one of its members, or
two members, under “the abyss” and “labyrinths” of pseudonyms.142
After many vicissitudes, not only was the society opportunistically constituted but also “the
king of the archives” was defeated.143 For the reorganisation of peoples and things, the
society had to arrange membership and a flexible infrastructure. As with any other type of
social grouping, the society achieved cohesion by stipulating conditions for the entry and
exit of its members.144 Written statutes contained special clauses, of which a significant one
was that authors of librettos were compelled to sign agreements with musicians before the
premiere of a dramatic piece. Hence, the compromise with these authors was not to sell or
to license rights to anybody but to communicate these letters to the society.145 While the
society indeed constituted a new centre of organisation of rights; a centre which provided
free legal advice for the service of its members,146 these rules requiring the affiliation of
writers and musicians gave birth to a significant nexus of contracts that supported the
emergence of linking transactions and the creation of an overall “mandate”. As the
constitution of a large agency, it was its identification and separation of ownership through
139
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managerial authority that proved to be extraordinary. Inside, the society established internal
adjudicative mechanisms to solve disputes over copyright ownership. 147 One virtue of this
flexibility is to provide for a collective administrative umbrella that displaced the primary
construction of ownership enquiries through notaries’ windows and sparse safeguards.148 It
allowed for a smoother translation of copyright interests abroad by making them more
transparent. It was indeed a very limited and external transparency. But that transparency,
when streamlined abroad, meant profitability. For profitability was derived from a
disposition that meant that ownership was able to be circulated, a copy of the repertoire was
literally put “in the hands” of representatives.149 Significantly, the streamlining success also
had much to do with the establishment of a centre that opened a more “regular line” of
communication.150
Taming distance to a single Office
When the society received the materials recently bought from the publishers, “in forty eight
hours” they constituted the “archive” differently.151 What seems extremely interesting from
the birth of the society of authors was the process of making a space in which relevant
objects fluctuated. Of the many institutional resources created, there was a peculiar item
called the repertoire. Despite the short time allowed, the process to obtain an office space
and to build up this singular item was not a straightforward task.152 First, it was a process of
creating a distinct item with the purpose of leaving it unfinished. The importance of the
repertoire was its incompleteness since it had to become an object in continuous flux. The
openness facilitated the reception and cataloguing of new materials on arrival. Then it was
the “administrative machine” of the society that gave such an item its movement. The
society partitioned its activities and moved to a more spacious office where divisions and
roles were distributed. Entering the new building, crossing the garden, the edifice was
divided into two wings. By looking at them it was possible to see the main distinctive tasks
with which the society was engaged.153 On the left, a visitor faced the main offices. But if
he had had a look at the basement, he would have seen a copy office at the centre of which
lay a recently bought lithograph printer. The machine – reporters observed - had an
incredible speed rate of 750 copies per hour.154 It was indeed the jewel upon which the
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society had been constructed,155 and that physical proximity and co-presence in the society
of authors causes us to reflect on the curious legal segregation between the intangible and
its embodiment. Nevertheless, it was also in that wing that it was possible to see an archive
where the polished “originals” were kept.156
These zones of activities were subdivided according to the variety of tasks they were
assigned. A glance at the everyday routine of the offices could have shown how spatial
usage also divided activities. In other words, space differentiated between reception,
inventory, copy, and remittance of copies.157 There was also a collecting office and a
negotiating department.158 There was a telephone line established to support and to
enhance those activities.159 And very close to it, the visitor was confronted with another
daily resource. The resource was an important device to manage copyright abroad. A clerk
who started working at the society at the age of fifteen enthusiastically reflected the ritual in
his memories. It consisted of looking at a chart in which “a nomenclature where all tariffs
and seating capacity of theatres in Spain and Latin America was specified”. 160 For the clerk
the chart constituted one of the many steps in the administrative impulse in which the
society was involved. Not only had the resourceful device been drawn to control spatially
the intangible, but a series of legislative collections of Latin American copyright laws and a
theatrical census were also edited.161 Indeed, these materials were united by an interest in
“knowing” and acquiring specific information from abroad, anticipating or substituting
many operations on the ground. To some observers, it was precisely the situated
technology in which facts and numbers were observed in the office through these devices
(charts, collections and maps) that gave the society a sort of “territorial property” at a
glance.162 And, importantly, these devices preserved the minimum of useful information,
information that was however important for copyright collecting.
A last but important resource by which the infrastructure was brought into action was the
employment of clerical staff that soon numbered eighty. To a certain extent, the working
practices of the society resembled those of a factory. Figure 6 precisely captures a scene in
which we can see how the copy “office” created a workspace for the management of
copyright. We can appreciate how desks and people were arranged in a way utilising space
and time to maximum efficiency. Sheets of papers were suspended from lengths of string
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to maximise time and to organise files. Office space was also organised to ensure that
clerks were not interrupted. Their face-to-face contact with the public was severely
restricted to avoid chatter and distraction.163 Lecterns and other tools of trade were
provided. And we can also see how the office manager inspected the work done by clerical
staff. Some of these clerks had been trained to communicate and to interact effectively with
representatives. They were dispatching letters, using machines and calculating royalties.164
They were trained to be aware of the practicalities of handling bordereaux. They also served
to cut off the “infinity of abuses made by correspondents”;165 abuses that had previously
been creating copyright conflicts with Latin American entrepreneurs. Reviewing the work
done by representatives became a routine task for the collective enterprise. After a few
months, the same clerk remembered being able to say: “we knew the repertoire by heart”
because the job was “as simple as ABC”.166 Indeed, both staff and the divisions created a
workspace encompassing repetitive tasks where they were supposed to interact in order to
avoid organisational “hindrances”.167
The success in expressing that copyright collective voice depended not only on the
construction of a society but mainly on the making of an interactive workspace through
which the object (repertoire) was set in motion. In doing so, the manner and pace of
exploitation of rights were also affected. Payment was now based on a formula in which a
percentage was applied.168 Liquidity of rights and fluctuation of money became the rule for
the payment of copyright abroad, more common even than lump sums. Invoicing was
automated and systematised. Perhaps more importantly, the modelling and coordination of
activities not only affected the form of reception but also the conceptual perception of
copyright abroad. This process of building the informational infrastructure for copyright
was indeed a crucial shift in sorting things out in small practical areas of international
conflict that were developed at the time. The founder of the Spanish society described the
modelling process as follows:
“Tracks full of exemplars were arriving from different publisher's warehouses […]
All different editions of dramatic works made throughout the nineteenth century
were arriving, mixed and messed up. The task to be done was that of dividing titles,
inspecting different catalogues, making a general recount, applying to each author
163
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those works that were related to him, pointing out the part that corresponded to
each owner…To sum up, the task to be done was that of arranging everything
because without those arrangements there was nothing” […]169
Thousands of materials arrived simultaneously at the office basement. And thus the
modelling process began. It was a data-intense activity, an “arduous task” forging an ongoing process of collecting and purging data and attaching literary, musical and dramatic
“works” to their “authors” for copyright collecting purposes.170 Not only did that
bureaucratic work of framing and formatting increase the exploitation ratios of rights
regained, it precisely eradicated ownership difficulties by giving birth to an uninterrupted
layout where identification tools of copyright were established.171 Initiated by the society,
this practice of cataloguing and indexing scores, annotating copies and specifying rights
produced a list of “works” and “authors” that were previously scattered over different
places, private catalogues and private contracts.172 Useful device that it was, this list
(repertoire) served to diminish what was previously considered as “inherent” problems of
distance.173 It was nothing more than a list, but precisely because of that, it was indeed an
easy device to be transported abroad. It was also “compact” since controversies about
property had been arbitrated, compressed and cleared. After such an infrastructural shift, the observer continued - “the repertoire (of “works”) emerged flamboyant, clean, exact
[...]”.174 So extraordinary was the activity of the society that the first tax classification given
by the Spanish government to the society was that of a publishing industry. And the
response the society gave was that “they [were] not a publishing house but merely a deposit
warehouse of exemplars”.175
When this “social edifice” made reference to Latin America,176 the desire was that the
“payment in those Republics could be made with the same facility as in Spain”.177 Not only
did collectivising a voice help authors in being heard in the Spanish Parliament when
copyright bilateral negotiations were at stake,178 the effect was even more powerful. When
169
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the repertoire was connected and superimposed on bordereaux, the society maximised the use
of these two devices to translate interests abroad.179 Simply but importantly, the
combination secured time and money and prevented controversies. A typical sequence
before the coming of this administrative machine showed how the mechanics of acquiring
the material, knowing about places and inquiring about rights was full of nuances. When
this scenario was suddenly taken over by the society, the implications were profound.
Communication technologies also helped. Cablegrams from and to Buenos Aires or
Mexico were increasingly dispatched from that single office. And more importantly,
transactions produced in the intervening periods were reduced for the main objective was
to produce a “cheap and fast” collection.180 Cheapness and speed were the ideals and they
were reflected in the regulatory framework now established. For instance, additional
payments for urgency of material were eradicated.181 Deposits for their use were also
abolished.182 And Latin American representatives were sent materials to build up an
available on-demand stock in which the society reserved auditing rights and a capacity to
inspect.183 By turning the previous troubling search of ownership to a flexible supply of
rights and materials,184 a significant resource was opened.185 Previously unknown territories
were now accounted for since the rules of the repertoire gave free access to theatrical
companies and actors.186 The “freedom without limits” in the disposition of rights and
materials was often perceived as making available numbers of copies and rights facilitated
upon request. Rights and copies were able to be authorised now at any time and on more
179
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flexible manner. The society “trusts[ed] the good faith of theatrical companies and actors
who will surely correspond to this act of trust”.187 Gentle in manner, strong in deed,188 it
was true that the making available of information and their possibilities to structure
repertoires were crucial for bridging copyright distances. They were translating them from
contingent ad hoc claims into a systematic management of copyright.
Registry & Repertoire
It was not an issue that could be explained only in economic terms. The result can better
be seen as a work of practical intelligence and of social engineering.189 By solving problems
of previously witnessed linkage, institutional resources of the society solved several
controversies.190 And such a social investment attracted orders from abroad since its
significance was derived from the confidence shared in rights already “cleared”.191 It was as
if a different indexation of copyright information was created. Now the reference to an
“author” was foremost and the back was by a corporate society. Previously there had been
a need for an enquiry through the contractual nuances of copyright ownership and the
possible flaws of copyright registries.192 When the design of the “unique archive” was
attached to the conduct of business abroad, multiple consequences were achieved.193 Not
only had the administration begun to fit the plane provided by bordereaux, but descriptions
of an intangible in transit were also facilitated. This also became an imperceptible routine in
the on-going coordination of actions. Standard copyright contracts had been
implemented,194 and those standard frames were also flexible. They were subject to slight
187
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modifications “to sanitise deficiencies experienced in practice”.195 Adjustments were then
employed to absorb complexities, facing contingencies as they arose. In other words,
adjustments were made continuously from the variety of dealings and as the pace of
problems of collecting rights flourished.196 So, for dealing with contingencies abroad,
clerical activities and agency structures were expanded to achieve an international
management of rights abroad. The performance of these activities and the framing of these
structures were concentrated in Latin America. The new centralised office established in
Madrid set in motion facilities for a fluid momentum to gain strength. On the one hand,
representatives had to report the point of origin and the destiny of travelling theatrical
companies.197 On the other hand, certificates and exemplars, scores and librettos (now
polished) were despatched to Latin American representatives for their inscription in
domestic Latin American copyright registries.198
Yet the same flexibility had a more curious effect that needs to be emphasised. The
reporting frequency brought about an on-going stability in the descriptions of the
intangible abroad. If we read some of the copyright cases at the end of the nineteenth and
beginning of the twentieth century in Latin America, we see how those descriptions came
to the surface in the forms provided by those societies.199 This technical and powerful
ordering activity and that collective agency formed an assemblage that opened up a
possibility of overcoming some of the problems previously experienced in a difficult legal
environment.200 It was being considered as a descriptive guarantee. Previously,
communicative and legal troubles provoked by the distance between Spain and Latin
America were peppered by controversies mainly derived by the diversity of sources dealing
with different informational artefacts. Now the information was uploaded in Latin America
through clearance sheets and copies of bordereaux. These copies were finding their way back
to the Madrid office on a monthly basis.201 The very same sheet of paper furnishing the
data was processed according to the different statuses and signatures accumulated on the
route.202 This issue is perhaps the most interesting topic to consider now. The
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infrastructural shift did not only reflect an efficient management but more a vital
involvement in reporting actions by grounding the facticity of copyright in transit.203 Having
empty carriers (paper sheets) to apply to particulars (performances), it shows how concepts such
as “the author” and “the work” were indeed constructs that needed a reliable network to
be powerfully secured abroad.204 If there was a scattering of materials; if there were
disagreements showing a substratum of different rights, positions and conditions on the
intangible, a secured procedure (repertoires and bordereaux) overshadowed them and reduced
the space for disagreement.
As copyright scholars often highlight, the final construction of copyright concepts such as
“authorship” and “work” are indeed dependent on legal operations based on contingent
circumstances managed in relation to temporal legal processes.205 The appearance of
collecting societies was crucial to achieving a smooth management between them in order
to secure international priorities. It put together embodiment, ownership and rights by
performing a set of precise activities. For instance, its repertoire (or catalogue) became more
productive than national copyright registries.206 And such an impulse accelerated and
absorbed the complex role of identifying an “author” and in legitimising a “work” by
preparing a repertoire of “works” attached to “authors”.207 Obviously the real possibility of
projecting and running copyright concepts abroad excited the society in Spain. Crucially for
what this paper is trying to explain, the institutional gesture constituted a different mode of
appearance of rights overseas. Indeed, the European tendency to avoid copyright registries
was taken over by collecting societies. And the consequences of this displacement also
affected the distance copyright was acquiring from public law.
Management of Rights
When the society took over, the way copyright was disputed also began to change. In
Spain, the society organised a series of interventions. Security inspection intervals were
produced by a front line staff which had eventually been hired. For it was common at this
stage to see a number of inspectors specifically recruited to “examine sheets of papers” and
“to stamp tickets” at theatres.208 Additionally, the society attempted to extend their
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The president of the Spanish society, Echegaray, recalled how the management of copyright in Mexico
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inspection to “circuses, cafés, clubs, societies”, and other non-traditional places where a
dramatic work could be performed.209 Not only was the scope of action extended to new
places’ old issues also metamorphosed. A new set of representatives was drawn up and
different ways of dealing with them were devised. First, their names were publicised
differently.210 More than five hundred representatives were released in an on-going “list”
that began to be published in the bulletin and in the official Spanish gazettes, for instance,
the Gaceta de Madrid.211 And either a copy of the provincial Gaceta or the Bulletin of the
society served as accreditation for the representatives.212 A “school for representatives” and
a “correspondence” section made instructions to representatives visible through the same
bulletin.213 Through notices and circulars, representatives were updated monthly on their job
and on the way to carry out their duties.214 It can also be argued that these variations and
their regularity gave rise to new possibilities of seeing copyright in Latin America. Now it
began to be derived from professional knowledge as opposed to personal knowledge. Here,
we may perceive how epistolary correspondence had lost its primordial prominence as the
means to communicate. The bulletin was converted into the main source through which
copyright representatives were instructed and now addressed “as a whole”. 215 There was no
time in the office to indulge in fostering private correspondence. Now if the bulletin was the
collective reference to action, communications and instructions were published
simultaneously to achieve the long-desired coordinated behaviour between agents. On the
other hand, it was common for the society to attempt to control activities of
representatives that were not considered ethical. Deviation from the corporate style was
not tolerated and the bulletin issued preliminary threats to those agents who took advantage
of their professional capacity and pursued a self-profiting exercise, for instance, by
systematically failing to check the accuracy of bordereaux. The threat was specified on many
occasions, for instance when circulars bore the following advice: “innocent tricks could put
representatives in trouble by making them accountable before the courts”.216
Of the activities carried out by these representatives, the control of future performances by
these agents located in Latin America continued to be the biggest concern. On the one
hand, there was a need to control the demands made by these agents. 217 On the other hand,
it was also necessary not to be affected by their pecuniary fate. In order to control the risks
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of possible defaults, their jobs were still guaranteed.218 Information about the
trustworthiness of these prospective agents was often retrieved from professional contacts
that Spanish literary publishers previously had in their experiences in Latin America.219
While personal recommendations still proved productive and sometimes led to those
appointments, trust now appeared less based upon personal connection than upon
curricula experience and professional prospects that an agent could offer abroad.220
Individuals who had competing interests with the society, such as theatrical entrepreneurs,
were completely excluded from obtaining such a commissioned job. 221 If there was one
important selection among the Latin American spectrum of available appointments, it was
the one affecting the prospective agent to be established in Argentina. The society
attempted to coordinate all Latin American copyright representations by creating a “SouthAmerican” copyright administrative point in Buenos Aires.222 After its establishment, the
regional office began to receive “news”, instructions and commands to be followed with
“fidelity”.223 As we have already mentioned, for the instruction of their performance,
commands were issued in peculiar and periodical form. “Circulars” were specially
published in the monthly bulletin. And a great number of them involved aide memoirs for
potential contingencies and appropriate solutions.224 Further protocols were established
internally to minimise the possible appearance of an excessive self-interest in
representatives. When powers to sign contracts were granted, their signature was now
subjected to a ratification given in the monthly assemblies of the society held in Madrid.225
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Their conduct was also subject to approval.226 By making the performance of
representatives periodically accountable,227 the society exercised neutralising powers.228 The
recently established centre of communication facilitated the production of internal
monitoring filters.229 And feedback was channelled through copies of bordereaux, now used
as units of analysis to compare payment orders and reports.230 But there is also an
important issue to note here. The financial experience changed in an important way, giving
birth to a different kind of sociality and a different perception of copyright abroad. By
making tariffs visible from the very beginning, confrontation over the legitimacy of
copyright was displaced. Now charts of established rates replaced negotiations and
modified the way in which money, people and copyright were related.
It is worth emphasising this gesture of constructing the payment in copyright, because it is
not self-evident. Through an anxiety to condemn and to avoid what was perceived as
vestiges of the past (a past often portrayed in obscure requests for money for copyright by
false representatives, intermediaries and entrepreneurs),231 the collective endeavour now
looked for consistency in making its tariffs and representations transparent.232 Before this
collectivising gesture, the development and payment of copyright transactions was carried
out through private means and without visible standards.233 Now the collecting society
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made copyright valuation available immediately by establishing fixed rates ranging from 15
% of revenues collected abroad to 2% in Madrid.234 From reading the literature of the time,
it seems it was observed as a transparent exercise to meet demands of fairness in copyright.
Visibility was equated to transparency. And it also fostered negotiability. 235 While
expectation of returns was made visible at this point, rates and tariffs were eventually raised
or reduced.236 If the setting of ticket prices, arrival of famous artists and the capacity of
theatres and places of amusement led to a new rise, it is curious that when tariffs were
lowered, explanations of such a shift were made on the basis of objections in order to
adjust tariffs to “a right spirit of justice”.237 While tariffs could go down, that downward
movement was couched in “charitable” terms and conditions bargained for particular
ends.238 On the other hand, we can also perceive how copyright began to be attacked as
good or bad, not in relation to its existence and recognition but to the fairness of the rates,
something that did not happen before the arrival of the society.239
Blueprints abroad
Alongside such managerial flexibility, one of the major concerns of the society in Spain was
to avoid “costly” litigation abroad. When one of its reporters explained the coordination of
operations to avoid legal friction in Mexico, he recognised that “fortune has favoured our
conduct”.240 Indeed, it is the height of irony that flows of money pouring from Argentina,
Cuba or Mexico constituted a vital source to give solidity to the newborn Spanish
society.241 Latin America was crisscrossed by societal footprints to the extent that a former
clerk still remembered fifty years later, “how much fun a Spanish author had when
receiving the payment from La Havana since Cuban theatrical companies at that time were
paying in gold”.242 And it is not a surprise that given such a success that the interface placed
provinces) did not have fixed rate” in “La propiedad Literaria. España y Méjico” La España Artística, Feb.
20, 1898.
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by the society was achieving abroad; the institutional policy fostered was to concentrate
and to give priority to Latin American returns.243 Permanent attention and expansion of the
focus can be seen by looking at different outputs. Not only was the society often ready to
use formal diplomatic channels to pursue official reclamations,244 but the place where
securities were arranged was also extended. If securities had been previously tied
exclusively in Spain, now safeguards were also established in situ, that is, in Latin
America.245 Commissions that representatives in Latin America received were rapidly and
substantially elevated.246 Loyalty programmes were cemented through incentives that made
such a job more attractive.247 For the requirement to gain those additional profits was to
“attract those provinces [in Mexico] where up to now payments had not been made”.248 In
a slip of the tongue of professionals and office workers, the societal desire was said to have
been to “conquer again, through the means of Spanish art, what politics has lost”.249
Both the normalisation of auditing practices and the regulatory process performed by
collecting societies show an underlying shift in the vocabulary of debates through which
copyright was bridging the distance between countries. Not only we can perceive a
significant change from action to management of rights, but it is precisely by exploring such
a passage that it is possible to witness how discussions of copyright abroad began to be
gradually shaped not on the question of being right but on having rights. The shift also can
be perceived in the way international copyright was reduced to the emblematic cipher of
money. Discussions over cost displaced previous disputes on the legitimacy of copyright
itself. And this tendency was followed by a further final detail. Mirroring the European
collecting societies of authors, new (Latin American) societies came into being. In what was
perceived as a struggle for a domestic upheaval, nationalisation of institutional behaviour
and rules towards copyright in Latin America could also be seen as a related distinctive
effect when copyright was projected abroad. If we sharpen our focus, we will realise that
the combination of conflicts and settlements, and the triggering sequence of events looks
surprisingly familiar in the majority of Latin American countries. Despite the fact that most
of the societies of authors were private corporations, a productive link had been forged
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between societies and a corporate understanding of nationhood. For instance, the Mexican
copyright collecting society was born after a conflict with, it was reported, “the” Spanish
society.250 Insofar as the “collective” form of a society of authors led to a symbolic
reference to a nation, it is not surprising that the new society in Latin America was born in
order “to create a repertoire of Mexican works”.251 Analogous desires “to have” rights and
to create societies evolved in Argentina or Uruguay. And, more importantly, stories seem
to point out that when disputes were settled, alliances were precisely constructed between
collecting societies; alliances that, in turn, helped to lower the costs of transacting between
Spain and Latin America. This formal affinity proved to be successful since new societies
managed themselves by bordereaux and repertoires. They also established fixed rates and hired
a number of clerks.252 It is not surprising then that during the twentieth century another
type of relationship emerged between societies: training. International societal alliances
were constituted and their historical traces last until today.253 The irony is that linking
contracts and administrative powers whereby repertoires and bordereaux could be
interchanged and foreign societies could be represented, foreign societies became natural
allies and institutional polities applied. Instead of appointing more and more
representatives abroad, societies of authors were affiliated and copyright became
“international” on the ground.
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Fig. 1. « Cotejo » (La Habana, Cuba) in AHNC.
Fig. 2. « Bordereux» (Teatro Solis, [Uruguay];
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Fig. 4. « Public copyright notices. Librettos » in ASGAE.
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ALAI
AEA
DA
Chronique
Clunet
RGLJ
SAE
SACEM

Association Littéraire et Artistique Internationale
Asociación de Escritores y Artistas
Le Droit d’Auteur
Chronique du Journal Général de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie
Journal du droit International Privé et de la Jurisprudence Comparée
Revista General de Legislación y Jurisprudencia
Sociedad de Autores Españoles
Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Éditeurs de musique

Archive sources
ACD [Archivo Congreso de los Diputados] Madrid (Spain)
AGA [Archivo General de la Administración] Madrid (Spain)
AGN [Archivo General de la Nación] Bogotá (Colombia)
AHNC [Archivo Histórico Nacional] Havana (Cuba)
AHSRE [Archivo Histórico Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores] México D.F. (México)
AHPN [Archivo Histórico de Protocolos Notariales] Madrid (Spain)
AMAE [Archivo Ministerio Asuntos Exteriores y Cooperación], Madrid (Spain)
AMMC [Archivo Museo Municipal del Cerro] Havana (Cuba)
AOF [Archivo de Enrique Olavarría y Ferrari] México D.F. (México)
ARAJL [Archivo Real Academia de Jurisprudencia y Legislación] Madrid (Spain)
ARW [Archivo Rodríguez-Widman] Montevideo (Uruguay)
AS [Archivo del Senado] Madrid (Spain)
ASGAE [Archivo de la Sociedad de Autores Españoles] Madrid (Spain)
CADN [Centre des archives diplomatiques] Nantes (France)
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